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DS400 
LORRIES - CARS - MOTORBIKES - GO-KARTINGS

DIESEL ADDITIVE
GASOLINE AND BIODIESEL
DIESEL ADDITIVE
GASOLINE AND BIODIESEL

DESCRIPTION 

DS400 is a treatment additive that improves the perfor-
mance of gasoline, diesel and biodiesel fuels.
DS400 cleans the entire fuel system in a single application, 
including:
Injectors, inlet valves, collectors, injection pumps, exhaust 
valves, combustion chambers.
DS400 is comprised of a complex mix of molecules. 
DS400 was developed from chemical technology.
It complies with French inter-union specifications EN 590 
and EN228.

ADVANTAGES 

At the recommended dosage, DS400 significantly impro-
ves the performance of fuels used in automobiles, 
heavy-duty vehicles, farming equipment, civil engineering 
equipment and boating engines. DS400 has a positive 
impact on fuel properties, with the following advantages:
Reduces the surface tension of fuel resulting in better 
atomisation and more efficient combustion, giving rise to 
significant reduction in soot and fuel consumption and thus 
reduced operating costs. 

• Significantly reduces noxious atmospheric emissions
such as carbon monoxide, particles and smoke.

• Reduces friction thus improving lubrication and preven-
ting wear and tear.

• Has a detergent effect that cleans engines and maintains
circuits in a clean state.

• Eliminates condensation, is anti-corrosive, anti-rust and
reduces the risk of bacterial contamination.

• Preserves the injection and valve circuit.
• Lubricates mechanical elements.
• Reduces fuel consumption.

For faster results, put the vial of DS400 in a can and mix 
with the fuel, then allow the injection system to take it in 
directly (for a technical check for example or for exceptio-
nally dirty engines, the result will be instantaneous). Elimi-
nates unstable deceleration, jerking, acceleration hops, 
difficult start-ups and carbon deposits.
Used for all engines, this unique formula is 100% efficient 
for cleaning injectors, valves and combustion chambers.
DS400 provides all the advantage of fuel system cleaner 
with the additional benefit of an "all in 1" formula. DS400 
cleans aggressively to obtain the best results by elimina-
ting stubborn deposits using its new and unique formula for 
professional use; its application is accessible to all.

INSTRUCTIONS

REMEDIAL MEASURES
Pour the contents of the vial into the tank, if possible before 
refill. 
(add a 250ml vial per 50 to 60 litres fuel)

PREVENTIVE MEASURE

Put 50 to 100 ml for 50 to 60 litres of fuel.
Perfectly disperses water that can form due to condensa-
tion in tanks.
For diesel storage and domestic fuel oil tanks:
Add: A minimum of 1 litre of DS400 for 4,000 litres of 
stored fuel.

WARNINGS

For professional use.
Consult the SDS (on request only).

The information in our brochures, letters, 
reviews and reports is provided to advise you 
especially regarding testing that has been 
carried out, with an ongoing concern for objecti-
vity and without any commitment on our part.

PACKAGING 

Cardboard box 24 x 250 ml
Cardboard box 6 x 1 L 
(dosing can)
Cardboard box 4 x 5 L
Barrel 30-60-210L




